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Present Status

• Patent Search & Examination Sharing Systems already have been built among Patent Offices
• The easiest way would be an organic integration of the present systems

IP5 Industry as an applicant & public can contribute to make a Global Dossier successfully!
Expected future scenario
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Wish lists

**Compatability with a company system**

- to utilize data efficiently in company system
- guarantee of data conversion

**Timeline with alerts**

- very important to keep a due date (ex: priority date)
- Red light or Green light

**Access by multi terminals**

- mobile terminal v. computer
- search & view documents only
- filing documents under a secure authentication

**Subsequent filing**

- confused to submit various docs before each Office
- offer lists of docs to be submitted
**Expected ripple effect**

1. **Easy Access to Applicant**
   - PPH, claiming priority and etc can be done with ease by the Global Dossier

2. **Get a Speedy & Accurate Examination Result**
   - A patent Office can access an examination result of the other Patent Office and provide a rapid & exact examination result to applicant

3. **Easy Access to public**
   - strengthen the accessibility to patent examination result would make easier in doing R&D

* **Harmonization with Trademark & Design**
  - in the near future, a demand for Trademark & Design would be requested